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MALTA - CARAMEL MALTA - LINEN SERVEWARE

Origin delivers Ecology’s original white-to-white range,  
reimagined for today’s modern dining.

ORIGIN

SYLVAN

ALTO

Our much loved Malta dinnerware is now available in Caramel.  
Made of stoneware, Malta Caramel displays a matte finish over 

 a toasted golden hue, blending out to a faded rim.

This range of stoneware pieces, designed by Heather Piez, features 
classic Christmas cheer with plum pudding, holly, cherries and 

gingerbread men nestled together in a raised relief pattern.

Abundant feasts go hand in hand with Ecology’s Alto range.  
This grazing series is made of rubberwood and features a soft grain 

and refined edges to let your food do all the talking. 

An extension to our much loved Malta range. The serveware pieces  
in this collection further enhance the versatility of Malta Linen,  

making it the ideal serving companion.

SOL
Bask in the sun-inspired motif of the Sol glassware collection.  
The machine pressed, textured pattern offers a vintage charm,  
while the balanced shape and durable glass ensures each piece  

is crafted to last.
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MALTA - SHERBET CLEMENTINE - TINS

A distinctive narrow shape and rounded base form the Glacier 
drinkware collection. Each piece features a prominent hammered 

finish that adds texture and uniqueness to every glass.

GLACIER

CLEMENTINE - TABLETOP & KITCHEN PREP

CLEMENTINE - NAPERYCLASSIC

The Clementine napery selection offers all the necessary pieces to 
sprinkle your kitchen in charming floral goodness.

Our much loved Malta dinnerware is now available in Sherbet  
Made of stoneware, Malta Sherbet displays a matte finish over  

a warm sunset orange and a gently faded rim.

This expansive collection showcases flowers in sunny, peachy tones, 
offset by sage green highlights. Designed by Heather Piez, the designs 

evoke images of fragrant blooms and lush green fields.

Sourced from one of Europe’s leading glassware manufacturers,  
Ecology Classic offers an extensive core glassware range.  

This season the Classic range expands with a cocktail coupe,  
hurricane glass, craft beer and Nick & Nora glass.

The printed cake tins are perfect for taking your baked goods on  
the road, while the recipe tin will keep all those family recipes  

organised in the one place.
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MALTA - SKY

WEAVE

Inspired by ocean depths, Ottawa Indigo offers deep sapphire hues 
accentuated by paler circular highlights. Made of durable stoneware,  
the range features an organic shape, rustic edges and gentle ridging. 

OTTAWA - INDIGO

FLO

EDEN - MARINE

Our much loved Malta dinnerware is now available in Sky.  
Made of stoneware, Malta Sky displays a matte finish over  

a clear sky blue, and a faded pale rim.

This fascinating bubble-glass collection showcases brilliant colour chips 
that flow up and around, encircling each piece with a delightful sense 
of fun. These solid based glasses feature thick rims and a flat shape, 

anchored by a weighty form.

Deep blue-green hues are washed over by darker indigo accents  
to create the unique colour variations of the Eden Marine range.  
This stoneware servingware collection features a reactive glaze 

 that delivers a sense of movement and dimension. 

The delicate profile of the Weave glasses combines with the subtle 
mint green hue to create a sophisticated collection that elevates your 
everyday dining. A weave-inspired texture wraps around each glass, 

while the fine rims are left unadorned for a smooth drinking experience.

COVE
The rounded bases and thick rims create the distinctive shape of the 

Cove glassware. The bubble glass style is complimented by retro colours 
of amber and sea green for a true nostalgic feel, while the solid nature  

of each glass gives them a strong table presence.
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PALETTE

Ecology have handpicked some of their most popular designs to create 
this versatile collection of coasters. With full colour prints and a cork 

backing to protect any surface, there’s a design to suit any décor.

COASTERS

PUNCH - PEACH

EDEN - CORALPLACEMATS
Vibrant coral reef hues are washed over by seafoam whites  

to create the unique colour variations of the Eden Coral range.  
This stoneware servingware collection, in a dusty Coral, features  

a reactive glaze that delivers a sense of movement and dimension. 

Go bright and bold with a true colour explosion from Ecology’s Punch 
collection. These generously-sized serving pieces are designed with 

alfresco gatherings and sun-drenched days in mind. The rich illustrations, 
painted by Elana Vanlier, feature juicy peaches offset by fern green leaves.

Ecology have handpicked some of their most popular designs to create 
this versatile collection of placemats. With full colour prints and a cork 

backing to protect any surface, there’s a design to suit any décor.

Let your inner artist run free with the Palette serveware collection. 
Painted by Heather Piez, the abstract design features bright,  

punchy colours fading out to soft edges. The stoneware pieces 
incorporate sweet handles and distinctive legs that elevate these 

versatile pieces to centerpiece status.

SPECKLE - STRAIGHT MUGS

The Speckle design and colours you love, now available in a brand-new 
mug shape. These stoneware mugs feature the beautiful reactive glaze 
and dimpled texture that define the Speckle range, but in a straighter 

mug style and with a generous handle. 
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SPECKLE - GOLD HANDLE MUGSDWELL

PUNCH  - FIG

RIPE

Go bright and bold with a true colour explosion from Ecology’s Punch 
collection. These generously-sized serving pieces are designed with alfresco 
gatherings and sun-drenched days in mind. The rich illustrations, painted by 

Elana Vanlier, feature vivid figs nestled amongst prominent green leaves.

When you’re after that added touch of glamour, you can’t go past the 
Speckle gold handled mugs. Featuring a dimpled texture and reactive 

glaze that gives each piece a unique look, these tapered mugs are 
finished with a luxe gold painted handle perfect for gift-giving or to 

make your night time coffee that extra bit special.

Ripe blends luscious fruit illustrations with playful gingham patterns 
to create a collection that’s all about sunny days and relaxed summer 
picnics. Designed by Heather Piez, the strawberry and cherry designs 
present ripe summer fruits that can be enjoyed the whole year round.

Morning, afternoon or night, the Dwell mug will be right by your side. 
The organic shape and generous handle mean you won’t think twice 

before reaching for your new favourite mug. Made of stoneware,  
these mugs feature both matte and gloss finishes.

ARBOR
A flourishing, tree-inspired motif is the centrepiece of the  

Arbor glassware collection. The machine pressed, textured pattern  
offers a vintage charm, while the balanced shape and durable glass 

ensures each piece is crafted to last.

Summer holidays lounging by the water, be it pool, beach or lakeside,  
are the sunny vibes that flow from the Strand collection. The sweet, 

paper-cup style of the New Bone pieces feature a prominent lip  
and vertical seam in a palette of warm, sunlit colours. 

STRAND
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CORE RANGES

NOURISH RANGE

OTTAWA RANGE

PANTRY RANGE

PROVISIONS RANGESPECKLE RANGE

In delivering Signature, Ecology have reinvented their very first range 
introduced in 2008. This versatile bakeware collection features the 

original, well-loved shapes with updated elements including embossed 
handles and double raised lines for a modern edge that lets you go 

straight from oven to table. 

At Ecology, we’ve taken the humble kitchen utensil and turned it into  
a thing of beauty. Provisions delivers a comprehensive range of 

functional and inspired kitchen utensils and accessories.  
Each piece features smooth acacia wood handles or bases.

Made of durable stoneware and featuring an organic shape and rustic 
edges, each piece in the Ottawa collection also displays gentle ridging.

Organic in shape with a dimpled, tactile finish, Ecology’s Speckle range 
has an earthy, wholesome feel. Designed in Australia and crafted from 
durable stoneware, the range offers a collection of coordinating tones 

ideal for creating your own individual combinations.

Ecology’s Nourish collection ensures your food prep will have you 
smiling every time you open the fridge. The glass bases are oven, 
microwave and freezer safe so you can cook, serve and reheat all  

from the one beautifully designed piece. 

Leave the pantry open for all to see with Ecology’s lust-have  
Pantry collection. Made from light-weight borosilicate glass -  
offering superior clarity - these canisters will tidy your space  

without adding unnecessary weight.

SIGNATURE


